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Read the following passage then answer the questions: 

 
 

          Omar is a good boy. He likes birds. Omar has got 

 an interesting parrot in his house. The parrot's name is Pingo. 

It has many beautiful colours. They are green, yellow, red and 

blue. Pingo can say simple words. Omar gives Pingo fruit and 

nuts ever day. 

 

• Read the following sentences then choose the correct 

answer from a, b or c: 

1- The best title for the passage is the ………………… 

a- A good boy             b- A good car             c- A good cat 

 

2- The underlined pronoun he refers to………….. 

a- Ali                              b- Omar                       c- Mohamed 

 

3- Omar gives Pingo fruit and ………….. 

a- nuts                           b- vegetables               c- water 
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4- There are ……………birds in the picture. 

a- one                            b- two                           c- three 
A) Reading comprehension 

Read the following passage then answer the questions (5×2=10marks) 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

       Hello, I am polly . I am a parrot. I came from Brazil. I lived in the jungle 

there. I am in Kuwait now. Ali and Haya are pleased to meet me. I love Kuwait. 

People in Kuwait are very kind and helpful. I want to live in Kuwait forever. 

Read the following sentences and choose the correct answer from a, b or 

c 

1- The best title for the passage is …………. 

a- Travelling                   b- Playing              c- Swimming 

 

2- The underlined pronoun( I ) refers to……… 

a- Ali                               b- Polly                    c- Sami 

 

3- Polly came from ……………….. to Kuwait. 

a- Brazil                           b- Italy                    c- Egypt 

 

4- polly lived in the…………..  

a- jungle                          b- zoo                     c- school 

 

5- I can see a………….. in the picture. 

B) a- elephant                     b- parrot                c- monkey 
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